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Scoring Rubric:  Literary Analysis / Interpretation

Organization

Elements of 
Literary Analyses/
Interpretations

Grammar, Usage,
Mechanics, and
Spelling

The analysis does not
begin with a thesis
statement, and the
writer fails to identify
the work by title, au-
thor, and genre. No 
organizational plan is
evident.

The writing does not
deepen the reader’s un-
derstanding of the work
or related works. Sum-
mary may be substi-
tuted for analysis.
Word choice is incorrect
or confusing.

There are many serious
errors in mechanics,
usage, grammar, and
spelling. Few or none
of the conventions re-
lated to capitalizing
and punctuating the
title of the work and
supplying evidence
from the work are 
followed.

The analysis begins
with a thesis statement
that identifies the work
by title and author, but
it may not address the
meaning of the whole
work or some part of it.
The body only partially
explains or develops
the thesis; few support-
ing examples from the
work are given. The
conclusion may be
weak, repetitive, or
missing.

The writing does little
to deepen the reader’s
understanding of the
work or related works.
The analysis may sum-
marize instead of ana-
lyze, or fail to summa-
rize as needed to
explain points. Word
choice is generally 
imprecise and may 
be misleading.

There are several errors
in mechanics, usage,
grammar, or spelling.
Only some of the con-
ventions related to cap-
italizing and punctuat-
ing the title of the work
and supplying evi-
dence from the work
are followed.

The analysis begins
with a thesis statement
that identifies the work
by title and author and
states the meaning of
the whole work or
some part of it. The
body explains and de-
velops the thesis and
provides supporting
examples from the
work. The conclusion
brings the analysis to a
satisfactory close.

The writing offers some
new insight into the
work or related works,
but the analysis may not
consistently summarize
the work to the extent
needed to clarify main
points, or it may unnec-
essarily retell the work.
Word choice is gener-
ally precise.

There are some errors
in mechanics, usage,
grammar, or spelling.
Most conventions re-
lated to capitalizing
and punctuating the
title of the work and
supplying evidence
from the work are 
followed.

The analysis begins
with a clear thesis state-
ment that identifies the
work by title, author,
and genre and suc-
cinctly states the mean-
ing of the whole work
or some part of it. The
body expertly explains
and develops the thesis
and provides support-
ing examples from the
work itself or from re-
lated works that back
up the thesis. The con-
clusion leaves the
reader with a question,
a quotation, a fresh in-
sight, or another memo-
rable impression.

The purpose of ex-
plaining meaning is
achieved, thereby
deepening the reader’s
understanding of the
work or related works.
The analysis summa-
rizes the work to the
extent needed to clarify
main points but does
not retell the work.
Word choice is consis-
tently precise, vivid, or
powerful.

There are few or no 
errors in mechanics,
usage, grammar, or
spelling. The title of the
work and evidence
from the work are 
correctly capitalized
and punctuated
throughout.
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English II World Literature/ Honors English II World Literature 
Summer 2016 Reading List  

Dear Student, 
Many of you know who I am and are aware of how I like to cover the lessons in my class. 

I truly believe that reading and writing go hand in hand. When you read, your mind is made 
aware of another person's perspective on life, love, and the pursuit of happiness. When you write, 
you allow someone else to see the world through your eyes. In my English World Literature 
class, I attempt to introduce you to those viewpoints, but through a global perspective. I have 
selected novels that relate to the discovery of oneself through the main character and his or her 
experiences in life. The novels vary from time period to time period, region to region, and 
character age to character age. Do not let the page number be your deciding factor. The more you 
can relate to a character or the scenario, the better able you will be to respond to the assignment 
prompts given. I urge you to take your summer reading project seriously. The sooner you get 
started on it, the better your project will be. Happy Reading from a teacher who believes in your 
potential for greatness! 

Summer Reading List-You are tasked with reading one of the novels from the list provided 
below. You must complete all three assignments and the essay project for the novel chosen. If 
time permits, I also encourage you to take advantage of the extra credit project which is worth a 
maximum of 10 points  

1. Fahrenheit 451-Ray Bradbury 

2. Candide-Voltaire 
. 
3. Memoirs of a Geisha- Arthur Golden(*Mature content*) 

4. The Ear, the Eye, and the Arm-Nancy Farmer 

5. Ocean In A Cup-Stephen Tenorio 

Assignments/Final Project-Complete the following assignments for the novel chosen. 

Assignment #1- Journal Entry (Pre-reading and post-reading) 
Before you read your novel, write a one page entry about what you hope to gain from this 

novel and what experiences may be useful to aid in your understanding of events. For example, 
when you read the title or synopsis, or view the cover art, what predictions can you make about 
the contents of the novel. 
After reading the novel, go back to original entry and read over what you wrote. Then answer 
these questions in another one page entry: Do you feel that your original response and viewpoint 
of the novel has changed? Do you feel that parents, the community, or society should play a 
more important role in the lives of children? Defend your response using details from the novel. 
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Assignment #2- A Letter to Your Character 
During the course of reading the novel, some characters may stand out more than others. 

Write a letter to one of those characters. It does not have to be the main character. Include things 
such as advice, praise, or sympathy. Make sure to acknowledge the experiences from the novel to 
support your reason for provided advice, praise, or sympathy. 
Assignment #3- Novel Review 

You should have completed reading the novel, as well as assignments #1 and #2 by this 
point. You are now tasked with writing a novel review for your peers. In your review you should 
note down the strengths and weaknesses of the novel, whether others your age can relate to its 
contents, how easy or hard it was to understand, and how many stars you would give it. Use a 
rating of five stars for excellent and one star for poor. 

Final Essay Project- Literary Analysis Essay 
As sophomores you will be tasked with writing longer and more thought provoking 

essays. For this project you will be providing me with a basis for your ability to properly respond 
to a literary piece. A rubric will be provided to help guide you in your completion of this project. 
I ask that you stick to the MLA format when composing your essay. If you are unsure of how to 
do this, you may visit OWL Purdue online for help. The required amount of pages to submit is 
2-3 pages. 

Essay Prompt: After reading the novel, please identify one of the following literary devices 
found within its contents: Theme, symbolism, or foreshadowing. Explain how the device is used 
and what emphasis is given based on its usage. Defend your response using details from the 
novel. 

Extra Credit Project- A song 
Literary works often include allusions to other things written or composed before them. 

Some examples include allusions to the story of Adam and Eve, Mozart's symphonies, Greek 
myths, Chinese philosophies, etc. A song was recently released on the radio called "Lost Boys" 
by Ruth B. It alludes to the story of Peter Pan written by J.M. Barrie. This final project will 
require you to come up with lyrics for a song that alludes to the novel you chose to read. 
Consider the theme of the novel and the reality of life. Be creative. Use words and metaphors 
and symbols to get your message across. Songs will be shared when we return in the fall. A 
rubric has been provided to ensure that you are prepared. 

*Note: Each assignment, the final essay project, and the lyrics for the extra credit project (should 
you choose to complete it), should be printed and submitted in a plastic portfolio folder. This will 
be the beginning of your class portfolio for the school year.


